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In a sensor network, sensor data are usually forwarded from sensor nodes to a database. This tight coupling between the nodes
and the database has been complicating user-centric applications that traverse multiple different sensor networks. To break this
coupling, thus enabling user-centric applications, we propose a three-tier architecture for ubiquitous networked sensing. Its major
feature is that it contains the “core” device, which is assumed to be a terminal held by users between sensor nodes and sensor
databases. This architecture supports the sensor data directly transmitted to and consumed by the core device, in addition to the
classic ones that are transmitted to the sensor database first, and downloaded to the core. The major contribution of this paper are
the following three-fold. First, we clarify the architecture itself. Researchers can leverage the architecture as the baseline of their
development. Second, we show two types of prototype implementations of the core device. Industry is allowed to develop a new
product for practical use of ambient sensing. Finally, we show a range of applications that are enabled by the architecture and
indicate issues that need to be addressed for further investigation.

1. Introduction

The recent research and productization of wireless sensor
nodes have been enabling ubiquitous networked sensing
environment where sensor nodes are densely embedded
around users in homes, offices, parks, roads, and so forth. For
example, home owners would manage their own sensor net-
works [1]. A university campus can install its own campus
sensing network [2]. Opposing to the node-side, technolo-
gies towards sophisticated sensor database have been deeply
investigated. Usually, sensor data are directly forwarded from
sensor nodes to a database. In the above examples, there
would be a sensor database at the home and the campus to
store the data captured there. These two sides, sensor nodes
and sensor databases, thus form a tightly coupled networked
sensing architecture.

This tight coupling has been complicating user-centric
applications that traverse multiple different sensor networks.
For example, suppose an application that records aerial pol-
lution in the places where its user visits. Since aerial sensors
are not small, it is not practical to assume that the user carries

the sensors. This application thus needs to acquire data from
the aerial sensors around the user. With the classic tightly
coupled architecture, the application is required to identify
the databases where the aerial pollution data are stored and
query for the particular pieces of data based on the time and
the user’s location. Observing that the user and the sensor
nodes are close to each other, the above indirect data acqui-
sition is inefficient. Therefore, we need a new architecture
that support users leveraging in situ sensor applications more
efficiently.

To break the tight coupling in the existing architecture,
thus enabling user-centric in situ applications, we propose
a three-tier architecture for ubiquitous networked sensing.
The major feature of the architecture is that it contains
the “core” device, which is assumed to be a terminal held
by users, between sensor nodes and sensor databases. This
architecture support the sensor data directly transmitted to
and consumed by the core device, in addition to the classic
ones that are transmitted to the sensor database first, and
downloaded to the core. This paper contributes to the field
of ubiquitous networked sensing by the following three-fold.
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Figure 1: UNETS environment: federated sensor networks. Sensor networks are installed everywhere, and users go through them with their
own body-worn sensor network and the core device. Each sensor network has its own sensor database to which the data are accumulated.
This picture contains four networks of static sensor nodes (SSNs) and two of mobile sensor nodes (MSNs). The user USER1 walks through
this environment collecting the sensor data from surrounding nodes in his handheld device. After a series of activities, he goes back home
where his permanent storage is located. The data are transferred from the core to the storage and accumulated there.

First, we clarify the architecture itself. Researchers can lever-
age the architecture as the baseline of their development. Sec-
ond, we show two types of prototype implementations of the
core device. Industry is allowed to develop a new product
for practical use of ubiquitous networked sensing. Finally, we
show a range of applications that are enabled by the architec-
ture and indicate issues that needs to be addressed for further
investigation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section shows the architecture. Section 3 describes the proto-
typing studies of the core devices and their applications, and
Section 4 discusses lessons learnt from the prototyping stud-
ies indicating open issues for further investigation. Section 5
surveys related work, and finally Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. Ubiquitous Networked Sensing Architecture

The purpose of defining the architecture is to make a com-
mon view of ubiquitous networked sensing, to which one can
ground his/her technology. The architecture thus should be
common enough to accommodate different aspects of ubiq-
uitous networked sensing. In this section, we first observe the
activities of users and the environment we assume, depict
the architecture overarching those aspects, then describe
components included in the architecture.

2.1. Federated Sensor Networks. We assume in this paper
federated sensor networks, depicted in Figure 1, where users
are surrounded by static sensor networks installed in many
places and the mobile sensor network they carry. The total
network view is a three-tier one. First, static and mobile
sensor networks form their own local network where a
sensor database resides to store the data. Second, the nodes

around a user form a personal sensor network from the user’s
perspective, whose sink node is the handheld device carried
by the user. This network is created in an ad hoc manner.
Third, the global sensor network is the collection of sensor
databases in the world. They are accessed from applications
(not depicted) via the Internet.

Advancement of the research on sensor networks has
been enabling such an environment. Urban sensing [3, 4]
has been investigated aiming at fine-grained environment
monitoring in cities. Sensor networks for generic environ-
ment monitoring is also widely researched. AiryNotes [5] is
our past project, where we installed more than 200 sensor
nodes in Shinjuku Gyoen Park. SenseWeb [6] is aiming at
sharing sensor data captured by the sensor nodes embedded
in cities to monitor aerial pollution, car traffic, and so forth.
Habitat monitoring [7] is used to monitor animals invading
farms. Complementing these outdoor sensor networks are
indoor sensor networks. SensorAndrew [2] aims at creating
a sensed university campus. It monitors buildings, social
infrastructures, and students to provide context-aware ubiq-
uitous computing services. AwareHome [8] and PlaceLab [1]
are the two major examples of building context-aware homes
[9] using sensor networks. Their prototype homes are filled
with various types of sensors that are used to capture user
activity there. Structural health monitoring [10, 11] protects
buildings from being left unwarned when they are damaged
due to, for example, an earthquake. Many other places are
also targeted such as mountain [12], under water [13], and
in a volcano [14]. Observing those places enhanced with a
rich sensing capability, users will be surrounded by sensor
networks in the future in almost all the places they visit.

Users themselves are also enhanced with sensing capabil-
ity. Mobile phone sensing [15] leverages the phone carried
by users to provide context-aware services on the phone. For
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Figure 2: UNETS architecture components and data flow.

example, the phone can recognize whether its user is walking,
running, sitting, and so forth using an embedded accelerom-
eter. The phone can provide a pedometer capability using
this context. Body-area sensor networks [16] is used typically
to monitor users’ personal health. Thermometer, heart rate
meter, and/or tonometer would be able to be networked to
the user’s cellular phone to record their data, while the user is
in an activity. These mobile sensors are also the constituents
of the federated sensor networks.

2.2. UNETS Architecture Components. Based on this obser-
vation, we describe the user-centric ubiquitous networked
sensing (UNETS) architecture from the perspectives of com-
ponents, interactions, and applications. Figure 2 overviews
the components in the architecture and the data flow among
them. The users in the UNETS architecture are involved with
mobile sensor nodes that are carried by the users, and static
ones around them. The data generated by these nodes are
first received by the mobile device (UNETS core) carried by
the users for temporal storage, and then perpetuated into
the user’s sensor database (UNETS storage). This sensors—
temporal storage—permanent storage configuration consti-
tutes the three-tier architecture.

2.2.1. UNETS Core. A UNETS core is the device that pro-
vides sensing (optional), processing, and actuation (option-
al) capabilities. Readers can suppose, as a virtual example of
UNETS core, a cellular phone with an additional network
interface (e.g., ZigBee) to communicate with sensor nodes
as depicted in Figure 1. It receives the sensor data from
the mobile and static nodes and processes them. Processing
includes calculating statistics of data and storing the raw
and/or calculated data to its internal storage. As the sensing
capability, UNETS core can contain its own sensor device like
an accelerometer and a GPS receiver on which an application
depends to recognize user behavior. It can also contain an
LCD, a speaker, and so forth as the actuation capability.
Applications on the UNETS core with the actuation capa-
bility can provide context-aware digital services using this
capability.

2.2.2. Mobile Sensor Nodes (MSNs). MSNs are carried by the
user, forming a body-area sensor network with the UNETS

core. Biometric sensors like body temperature sensors and
heart rate sensors are their typical examples. Sensors like an
accelerometer and a GPS receiver are classified into this class
when a user carries them individually instead of having them
in his/her UNETS core. A user’s mobile sensor nodes can be
public or private. Public ones are the sensor nodes that are
allowed by the user to serve the data for other users, while
private ones are those not. This means a user’s UNETS core
(e.g., USER1’s UNETS core in Figure 1) would be able to
receive the data from the public mobile sensor nodes (e.g.,
MSN2) owned by other users within the UNETS core’s radio
vicinity (depicted as a gray circle in the figure).

2.2.3. Static Sensor Nodes (SSNs). Immobile sensor nodes,
such as those included in sensor networks for campus sens-
ing, environment monitoring at a park, and urban sensing,
are classified into this class. Usually, sensor networks are
installed and managed by different parties other than the
users themselves. This means that the data captured in a
sensor network are stored in an individual sensor database
in the corresponding facility (campus, park, and city). The
immediate SSNs are within a user’s vicinity in that the user’s
UNETS core can receive data via single- or multi-hop com-
munications assuming that they are public. The remote SSNs
are outside it; the user’s UNETS core would receive the data
by referring to the sensor database where the data captured
by the remote SSN are stored. Therefore, a sensor node is an
immediate for a user close to it, and at the same time a remote
one for users far from them. In Figure 1, SSN3 are immediate
for USER1 when he is at location 2 and remote for USER2.

2.2.4. UNETS Storage. A UNETS storage serves as a user’s
personal sensor database where the data collected by his/her
UNETS core are transferred and kept. We assume that the
storage in a UNETS core is relatively smaller than that in
a UNETS storage, since the former is a mobile device with
limited computational resource while the latter is static and
resource-rich.

2.3. Interactions in UNETS Architecture. The above compo-
nents interact with one another to exchange sensor data.
We analyze the interaction focusing on data flow from the
UNETS core’s perspective.
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2.3.1. Core—MSN. A UNETS core is the sink node for its
user’s MSN. It receives the current sensor data from his/her
own MSN via single- or multi-hop communications. It may
also receive the current sensor data from the public ones
among the MSN owned by other users when applications
running on the UNETS core require to. For example, suppose
a toy application that calculates average heart rate of the
people around the user. To do this, the UNETS core needs to
find the MSN to receive the data from. This can be achieved
by either or both of the following two schemes. In both
cases, the MSN must be publicized by their owner. First is
search basis. This proactive scheme requires the UNETS core
to inquire within the network for the MSN that can serve
the sensor data of the UNETS core’s interest (current heart
rate). If there are such MSN, they respond to the inquiry
with the data. Second is broadcast basis. Publicized MSN may
transmit sensor data periodically via a broadcast channel.
The UNETS core receives these broadcast data reactively,
filter them, and consume the data of its interest. Typically,
the sensor data from publicized MSN are not secured by, for
example, encryption, thus can be used by any UNETS core.

2.3.2. Core—SSN. Similar to the above case is the interaction
between a UNETS core and immediate SSN. Based on the
interest to particular type of sensor data (e.g., temperature
and humidity of surrounding environment), a UNETS core
locates the nodes that satisfy it. Proactive and reactive
schemes can again be used to fulfill this requirement. The
architecture assumes that a sensor data dissemination path
from SSN to a UNETS core are established by a routing
protocol that supports mobile sink nodes, such as [17, 18].

On the other hand, there is no single- or multi-hop
communication path between a UNETS core and remote
SSN. Therefore, the UNETS core needs to acquire the current
sensor data generated by remote SSN indirectly via the
Internet. The data are first stored in the sensor database
associated to the remote SSN network (e.g., a campus sensing
database). The UNETS core then queries for the data to the
database via the Internet by using mechanisms for large-scale
or global sensor network, such as [19], can be used.

2.3.3. Core—Storage. A user’s UNETS core should hold a
reasonable amount of sensor data after the user’s activities in
the UNETS environment. Since the computational resource
of the UNETS core is limited, the data should be externalized
for permanent storage. Therefore, the UNETS core transfers
the data to the user’s UNETS storage, and the data are
accumulated there to enable applications to refer to the
history of sensor data.

While the core—MSN and core—SSN interactions are
for collecting the current sensor data, the past data are also
important for applications. UNETS core, similarly to the
indirect interaction with remote SSN, receives past data of
any sensor node from the database where those data are
stored. If the UNETS core needs to consume the data gen-
erated by the MSN of another user, it queries for the data to
the UNETS storage owned by the user. If it needs data gener-
ated by SSN, it retrieves them from their sensor database. The

architecture assumes that there exists a mechanism to share
sensor data via the Internet such as [6, 20].

2.4. UNETS Applications. We classify the user applications in
the architecture from the orthogonal perspectives of location
(here or there: HoT) and time (current or past: CoP). The
HoT basis means where the data consumed by the users come
from. Here indicates that the users acquire the data from the
sensor nodes where they reside(d), and there indicates that
they do from those from remote nodes. For example, sensors
here (SH) would be the source for the users to know the
degree of aerial pollution around them, while sensors there
(ST) would serve as the source for the road traffic informa-
tion. The CoP basis on the other hand means when the data
consumed by the users are captured. Current represents that
the users acquire the latest data from sensor nodes, and past
indicates that they use the data captured at some point(s) in
the past. This means that all the here—past data are stored
UNETS Core temporarily, and finally accumulated in the
user’s UNETS storage. Applications that consumes the past
data in a UNETS storage or a UNETS Core are thus classified
to here—past, and those consuming the data in a sensor
database via the Internet are classified to there—current or
there—past. The other class of applications, here—current,
consumes the current data running in a UNETS Core. To
clarify more practically how users behave in the environ-
ment, let us discuss how sensor network applications seen in
2.1 can be extended by UNETS architecture in each quadrant
of HoT and CoP space.

Here—Current. Personal health monitoring can be extended
by using the data captured by environment monitoring
sensors. Users, for example, can correlate their heart rate data
with environmental information such as temperature and
humidity to calculate the risk of heat stroke at the place where
they reside.

Here—Past. Users can know the risk of the building in terms
of its structural health by referring to the series of the past
data captured by structure monitoring sensors. For example,
they can use accelerometer data to calculate the accumulated
damage of the building, since the vibration pattern of a
building changes when it is damaged.

There—Current. Sensors for Urban monitoring and envi-
ronment monitoring can be used for users deciding which
way to go to when the risk of the heat stroke is high at their
place. Instead of immediate sensors, the users consume data
from the remote sensors beyond the immediate ones.

There—Past. Users can know the risk of the buildings in the
city where they reside in terms of their structural health by
referring to the series of the past data captured by structure
monitoring sensors. They can decide, using this information,
the safest building to go for a certain purpose (e.g., lunch).
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Figure 3: uCore Recorder.

3. Prototyping Studies

The master piece in the UNETS architecture is the UNETS
core, which collects the data from the surrounding sensor
nodes, store the data temporarily, and perpetuate them
into UNETS storage. However, no such device is available
currently, which makes it difficult to experiment on the effec-
tiveness of the architecture. We thus prototyped two types of
UNETS core: uCore Reader and Sense Phone. uCore Recorder
is a unique device with our own design, and Sense Phone is
a ZigBee interface for Japanese cellular phone. This section
first overviews these prototypes and their applications, then
the next section discusses lessons learnt.

3.1. Prototyping Study 1: uCore Recorder. The first prototyp-
ing study is with uCore Recorder (Figure 3), and its cradle
uCore Dock (Figure 4).

3.1.1. Device Configuration. uCore Recorder is a device with
great portability embedding a range of sensors capable of
communicating with external wireless sensor nodes via a Zig-
Bee network. Figure 5 and Table 1 show its hardware specifi-
cations. A user can record three different digital information
into the 512KB Flash ROM storage in the uCore Recorder.
First, the user can record the interest to a real-world object
by reading the RFID tag on the object. We suppose that
digital information about the object such as its name and its
description can be retrieved by an RFID tag pasted on the
object, so the uCore Recorder records the information when
it reads the RFID tag. Second, the user can record sensor
data from the sensors embedded in the uCore Recorder.
For example, the uCore Recorder embeds an accelerometer,
whose data can be used to extract the user’s status of move-
ment such as walking, running, or sitting. Third, the user can
record sensor data transmitted from MSN and SSN through
a wireless network. Users of uCore Recorder can perpetuate
the stored data to UNETS storage for further analysis,
visualization or sharing simply by putting the device on a
cradle, called uCore Dock.

The uCore Dock (Figure 4) plays two roles in the system.
First, it is the battery charger of the uCore Recorder. It fully
recharges the uCore Recorder approximately in four hours.
Second, which is more important, it is the entrance to the
UNETS storage. When a user finishes a series of activities in
a day, he can move the data recorded during the day to the
database by putting his uCore Recorder on the uCore Dock.
To simplify this data perpetuation, the uCore Dock contains

Figure 4: uCore Dock.

Table 1: Specification of uCore Recorder.

Wireless sensor node MICA2DOT

Processor Atmel ATmega128

Wireless 315 MHz ISM Band

Flash ROM 512 K bytes

Rotary encoder ALPS EC12E24244A3

Resolution 24 pulse

Switch Yes (Act.Force 6N)

2-axis accelerometer Analog Devices ADXL311

Range ±2 g

RFID reader SkyeTek SkyeRead M1-Mini

LED Full-color LED × 2

Battery Korea PowerCell PD2450 (Li-Ion)

Size (mm) 42(W) × 42(H) × 77(D)

Weight 63 g

an RFID tag, which is registered to the uCore Recorder as
a special tag representing the entrance to the database. The
uCore Recorder, when reading this registered tag, flushes the
recorded data out to the database through the wireless net-
work interface of the containing MICA2DOT sensor node.
The data, then, is received by the storage host, to which
another MICA2 node is connected, via the same wireless net-
work. To this extent, uCore Recorder itself does not require
users to manipulate computers using classic interface devices
like keyboards and mice. Users can record their activities
and put the recorded data to the storage through simple
interactions with the uCore Recorder, namely, putting it on
an RFID tag, and putting it on a uCore Dock.

3.1.2. Applications. uCore Recorder enables various applica-
tions that utilizes data accumulated in UNETS storage. The
followings are a few examples of the applications that we have
implemented.

Click Catalog. Click Catalog [21] is a here—past application
for mobile memory aid tool using uCore Recorder. In our
daily lives, we find many interesting items during shopping,
in exposition to events or in conferences. We often try to
remember them for later recall by writing memos, taking
pictures, and so forth. Those hints (notes and pictures) are,
however, easy to be lost. Click Catalog, instead of requiring
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Figure 5: Block diagram of uCore Recorder.

the users to do these proactive memory, automatically rec-
ords the situations of surrounding environment by receiving
sensor data from the user’s MSN and/or SSN. The user can
also record the items, in which he/she was interested, using
the uCore Recorder’s RFID reading capability.

The recorded data are perpetuated to the user’s UNETS
storage using the uCore Dock’s perpetuation mechanism.
The unique feature of Click Catalog is that it enables users
to recall the recorded data using the following two types of
paper interfaces. One is an interface using a paper calendar
(shown in Figure 6(a)), and the other is an interface using a
paper atlas (shown in Figure 6(b)). Those paper-based inter-
faces are pasted RFID tags. A user can easily refer to the past
data recorded on a date by putting his/her uCore Recorder on
the calendar interface to read the RFID tag pasted on the
calendar at the particular date. They can also refer to the past
data recorded at a location similarly by putting it on the atlas
interface to read the tag pasted on the atlas at the particular
location.

ActiBlog and ActiMap. ActiBlog is a here—past application
that allows users to publish their activities on their weblogs.
Figure 7(a) shows its screen image. It visualizes the digital
information of the real-world object, and accompanying sen-
sor data. It is implemented as a plug-in module to a weblog
system, called Nucleus (http://nucleuscms.org/), thereby
enabling users to comment, link, and track back to others’
activities with the same manner as ordinary weblogs. Similar,
but visually different, application is ActiMap, which visual-
izes the user activities on GoogleMaps. Figure 7(b) shows its
screen image. User activities are marked on the map with
icons. The points, on which the activities are placed, are
achieved from GPS receivers either public or private. A GPS
receiver can be carried with the uCore Recorder as an MSN,
or it can be an SSN. The uCore Recorder does not constrain
any of these, since it can receive data from those sensors
through the same wireless network interface. When a user
clicks on an icon, its digital information and the sensor
data are shown similarly to the ActiBlog. If multiple users’

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Browsing by a Paper Calendar and by a Paper Map.

activities are published on a same digital map, they can know
the geographical relation of their activities on the map.

3.2. Prototyping Study 2: Sense Phone. The second prototyp-
ing study is with Sense Phone (Figure 8). The major differ-
ence from uCore Recorder is that Sense Phone perpetuates
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Figure 7: Screen shots of ActiBlog and ActiMap.
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the data via the cellular network. Also, since it contains actu-
ation capability, it can run in situ here—current and other
classes of applications consuming sensor data captured by
MSN and surrounding SSN.

3.2.1. Device Configuration. Sense Phone [22] consists of a
sensor data transceiver and the software running on the
phone. The transceiver operates as a transport-level bridge
between the cellular network and the Internet, and the soft-
ware as a device-level bridge [23].

This transceiver contains Crossbow MPR2600CA, an
OEM module of MICAz Mote, and can operate approxi-
mately 8 hours when it receives 3 sensor data packets per
second. It connects to a cellular phones via UART as shown in
Figure 9. The current prototype can communicate with the
series of MICAz Mote sensor nodes and other ZigBee-based
nodes if they share the same transport and routing protocols.
To achieve this condition, the prototype provides static
extensibility; the transceiver embeds one protocol stack that
is capable of communicating with one of the different types
of nodes.

The software in our technique consists of two layers:
middleware and applications. They are implemented with
C language on BREW [24]. The middleware operates the
transceiver directly and receives the sensor data. The received
raw data is stored in the database in the cellular phone and
also exported to the applications via APIs. We provide the
applications with the following two kinds of APIs. One is
the event-driven interface that allows the applications to
hook particular range of values, values from particular sensor
nodes, and both of them. This enables applications to con-
sume the current data effectively. A special application on the
phone uses this interface to perpetuate the received data to
the user’s UNETS storage over the cellular network. The
other is query interface, with which the applications can
collect the past data of their interest from the database. Using
these APIs, the applications process the sensor data for their
purposes, such as abstracting them into contexts, transmit-
ting them to a web service or exporting them to devices on
other communication platforms such as nearby Bluetooth
devices. Applications can be downloaded to the cellular
phone from their carrier’ networks (in our case, KDDI),
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Figure 9: Specifications of Sense Phone transceiver.

sharing the same middleware instance. This feature enables
dynamic extensibility in terms of device-level bridge. For
example, if a user wants to export the data to another com-
munication platform, he/she can do so just by downloading
the application for this purpose. Users can do so from
the carrier’ application catalogue, such as that for Apple’s
iPhone, with several clicks or taps of buttons.

3.2.2. Applications. Leveraging the actuation capability of
Sense Phone, we have created a here—current application
called Infaucet that enables users to acquire digital informa-
tion being aware of their current context. The application
continuously receives sensor data from surrounding SSN and
calculates its user’s context such that it is raining in the place
where the user resides. Meanwhile, the party that installed the
SSN can register to the Infaucet server the information that
the party wants to disseminate to users of particular context
around their SSN. The Infaucet application on the user’s
cellular phone retrieves the information that comformts to
his/her current context.

For example, suppose an urban sensing facility in a city
where SSN with weather sensors are installed along the
streets. The facility is installed and managed by the city’s local
government, and the government wants users not to use a
slippy street when it is raining. In this case, the government
registers to the Infaucet server the recommended road usage
information associated with the SSN installed at the inter-
sections to the street. Infaucet users can record the sensor
data received from the SSN in the urban sensing facility
and simultaneously receive the road usage information.

The application can notify users with this information using
the cellular phone’s LCD, its speaker set, and so forth.

Readers are reminded that the recorded sensor data
would be accumulated in the users’ UNETS storage and can
be used in here—past applications like ActiBlog, ActiMap,
and Click Catalog.

4. Lessons Learnt

The aforementioned prototyping studies have pointed out
the effectiveness of the architecture and challenges inherent
in it. We discuss lessons learnt in the following.

Effectiveness of the Architecture. Researchers are eager to
collect sensor data to a centralized computer and export
them to the Internet [20, 25]. With such mechanisms, users
can consume sensor data on their hand-held device like a
cellular phone. However, even if the users want to get the
temperature data from the sensor node in front of them,
they need to query the data to the computer via the Internet.
The two prototypes of UNETS core shown above achieve
more efficient utilization of sensor data by enabling users
to communicate with sensor nodes directly using uCore
Recorder and Sense Phone. Each user having this mecha-
nisms with him/her establishes a distributed, robust, and
scalable infrastructure to federate ubiquitous applications to
our daily lives. Some existing work shares the same goal
[26, 27]. However, their work requires embedding Bluetooth
interface to sensor nodes, which is not efficient in energy, and
not flexible in network topology.

The applications shown above are enabled by the three-
tiered UNETS architecture in that here—past or there—past
applications like ActiBlog, ActiMap, and Click Catalog do not
need to access multiple sensor databases located with SSN.
The past data related to a user are accumulated in his/her
UNETS storage (TIER 3), after temporarily stored in a
UNETS core (TIER 2) that receives the raw sensor data from
MSN and SSN (TIER 1). Therefore, the applications can
acquire all the data related to the series of the user activities
from his/her UNETS storage. Without having UNETS core
in the architecture, the data are spread over the distributed
sensor databases associated with SSN, and the applications
need to collect the data from all of them. This scheme is
inefficient; many transactions required to collect the data
would consume network bandwidth and time.

Open Sensor Networks. UNETS core is assumed to commu-
nicate with SSN included in sensor networks established for
certain purposes by different parties. Usual sensor networks
are closed in that the data are collected to a central database,
and alien devices like UNETS core are not assumed. The
sensor networks, however, need to be open in our architec-
ture; SSN in the networks are required to transmit sensor
data to alien UNETS cores. We found the following two issues
to achieve this.

First, the communication protocol used between UNETS
cores and SSN needs to be standardized. UNETS cores tra-
verse different sensor networks collecting sensor data. If the
sensor networks utilize different protocols for sensor data
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transmission, the UNETS cores required a priori knowledge
about all of those protocols. Assuming existence of numerous
sensor networks, thus protocols, such UNETS cores having
such knowledge is impractical. In addition, the computa-
tional resources embedded in UNETS cores are limited based
on our prototyping studies of uCore Recorder and Sense
Phone. This resource limitation makes it difficult for UNETS
cores to have a number of protocol stacks in them. Therefore,
we need a standardized communication protocol for sensor
data transmissions. Standardization in physical and MAC
layers have been addressed by IEEE, resulting in promotion
of IEEE802.15.4 (ZigBee). That in network and above layers
needs to be addressed.

Second, security would be of a great concern for the
parties that open their sensor network to the UNETS archi-
tecture. Unlike the current practice of sensor networks where
the parties can close their network by using their own pro-
tocols and security mechanisms, use of a standard protocol
would disclose SSN to malicious users. They might intrude to
SSN and disable them. Therefore, a new security mechanisms
with assumption of open sensor networks need to be inves-
tigated.

Synchronization. We have learnt that synchronization is
important between UNETS core and SSN in the follow-
ing two reasons. Both are for achieving the architecture’s
requirement that UNETS core is mobile and assumed to
communicate with SSN in an ad hoc manner.

First, the amount of energy is limited in SSN and
UNETS core, since they usually operate with battery
power. Outdoor sensor nodes including Field Server [28]
and eKo Mote (http://www.memsic.com/products/wireless-
sensor-networks/environmental-systems.html) are operated
with solar reactor. This infers that such nodes are operated
with an intermittent mode such that a node wakes up to
sense and transmit the data once 10 minutes. On the other
hand, the mobility pattern of a UNETS core is random. Since
the UNETS core’s energy is also limited, it is also operated
with an intermittent mode. These conclude that without any
synchronization mechanism the UNETS core cannot collect
sensor data.

Second, if a UNETS core is migrating with a very
high speed (e.g., in a running car or a running train with
100 km/h), it may overpass a radio coverage of SSN instantly.
Multihop sensor data transmission would take reasonable
amount of time to reach the destination. Therefore, the data
needs to be routed synchronously to the mobility of the
destined UNETS core. This issue is investigated by research-
ers of mobile sink mechanisms such as [17].

Multiuser Extension. The UNETS architecture described
above is focused on a single user’s perspective; however,
it needs to be extended to support mutual exchange and
fusion of sensor data. The data accumulated in UNETS
storage would contain personal behavioral information,
such as distance of activity of the users and environmental
context (e.g., temperature and humidity) where they visited.
Such information is valuable for many purposes including
dynamic demography and urban strategy. Therefore, the data

in UNETS storage should be able to be reused by third
parties.

Privacy is, however, a major issue to achieve this. Since
UNETS storage contains the users’ private information, the
data should not be disseminated without the users’ permis-
sion. This infers that the users need to (1) grant particular
permissions to the third parties, (2) mosaic the data to export
if needed, and (3) confirm that the data are deleted by the
third parties after they finished using them. Security is also a
major issue, since the third parties need to avoid spoofing.
When the sensor data are exported from their owner to a
third party, the data need to be guaranteed that they actually
contain the owner’s information.

5. Related Work

There are several classes of research towards effective use of
user-side terminals for sensing. One common approach to
this direction is the use of cellular phone as a sensor or as
a sink node. Use of the phones as a sensor is known as the
mobile phone sensing research [15]. Recent cellular phones
contain a range of sensors including ubiquitous networked
light, proximity, cameras, GPS, accelerometer, compass, and
so forth. Due to their richer computational capability,
phones can be used to capture context of users in the ubiqui-
tous/pervasive computing perspective. Based on the captured
context, they can provide user-aware digital services with
them. This approach is limited compared to our architecture.
As shown in Figure 10 as a dotted rectangle A, mobile phone
sensing can be observed as the model that solely rely on
the UNETS core. Applications are limited only to here—
current and here—past that use sensors in the phone. All
other applications that consume data from SSN are disabled.

Sensor network deployment projects, such as campus
sensing [2], home sensing [1], structure monitoring [10],
and environment monitoring [7], focus on the use of SSN.
They are seen in the UNETS architecture as the dotted rect-
angle C in Figure 10. Each deployed sensor network collects
data into its associated sensor database. The collected data
can then be used by applications that run locally in the
network, or remotely via the Internet. This classic model is
data-centric instead of user-centric in that it is optimized
for efficient data collection into the centralized database, and
users are always required to query in the database even when
they are directly facing a sensor node.

The model of participatory sensing partly shares user-
centric view with us. Some urban sensing projects [3, 4, 29]
utilize user-side terminals that correspond to UNETS core in
our architecture. Aquiba [3] is a system for achieving human
probe capability in urban sensing. They leverage our Sense
Phone for their purpose. MetroSense [4] defines a similar
architecture that includes the notions of mobile sensors and
static sensors. However, their goal is to share the data among
users who participate in a sensing project. Their focus is thus
closed in the interaction between the user-side terminals and
sensors, which is depicted as the dotted circle B in Figure 10.

Besides the sensing models, the following two issues
are investigated recently aiming at enhancing interaction
between the architectural components. First issue is global
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sensor networks as the means to enable for applications to
acquire sensor data via the Internet. IrisNet [20] provides a
middleware system to share sensors among multiple comput-
ers within a city-scale. SenseWeb [6] aims at sharing sensor
nodes worldwide. It proposes a software architecture for
global sensor sharing assuming sensor, data, and application
heterogeneity. GSN [30] also aims at the worldwide sensor
sharing. Our architecture does not specify how applications
acquire sensor data via the Internet, since sensors may
be exported to the Internet through different mechanisms
described above. Applications can use the mechanism that
exports the sensors needed by the applications. Second, tech-
nologies for mobile sink nodes have been investigated. Those
technologies can be used to achieve more efficient interaction
between UNETS core and SSN in the architecture. Several
researchers propose a routing protocol to use mobile nodes
as a sink node of a sensor network effectively [17, 18].

6. Conclusions

Human-centric ubiquitous networked sensing is still in its
infancy. There is little or no consensus on the sensing, pro-
cessing, and actuation architecture for the involved devices.
Our work contributes to this field in that it gives a generic
and total view of such an architecture with component, data
flow, and application models. The major feature of our three-
tier architecture is that it contains the “core” device, called
UNETS Core, which is assumed to be a terminal held by
users. The sensor data are directly transmitted to UNETS
Core from surrounding sensor nodes including static and
mobile nodes. The data are then perpetuated into UNETS
Storage. This three-tier sensor—UNETS Core—UNETS
Storage enables effective use of sensor data by applications.
We classified UNETS applications with location (here or
there) and time (current or past) basis. This classification
and its associated examples gives insights to researchers
of practical sensing about the users’ expectation to sensor
networks. Our prototype implementations of UNETS Core
device can be leveraged by industry to develop a new product
for practical use of ubiquitous networked sensing. Finally, we
have clarified lessons learnt in which several open issues are
indicated for further study.
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